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“Every rock, every hill, every water,
I know that place backwards and
forwards, up and down, inside out.
It’s my country and I got names
for every place”
- Queenie McKenzie
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Australian Aboriginal Art: Beyond Time
Nana Booker AM

Nana Booker AM

Director Booker Lowe Gallery

We at Booker-Lowe are pleased to partner with Cooee Art Gallery,
Australia’s oldest Indigenous art gallery, to present Beyond Time, an
exhibition of 33 paintings by “old masters,” senior artists, and new
voices in the Aboriginal art arena.
The exhibition was created to celebrate Houston’s first major
museum exhibition of Aboriginal art, Mapa Wiya (Your Map’s Not
Needed), opening at The Menil Collection in mid-September. We
believe Mapa Wiya, with more than 100 paintings and objects
chosen from the prestigious collection of Berengere Primat and
the Fondation Opale, is an important milestone in the history of
Australian Aboriginal art, not just in the U.S., but worldwide.
Beyond Time includes works by some of the artists represented
in Mapa Wiya, men and women who were involved in the very
beginning of the contemporary Aboriginal painting movement in
the 1970s and ‘80s. Beyond Time also includes paintings by artists
who have continued the founders’ legacies while expressing their
own personal visions of ancient stories.
Considered the world’s oldest living culture, Aboriginal tribes
believe the creation era -- often called the Dreamtime -- is endless;
that they are inextricably connected to their traditional homelands;
that anthropomorphic ancestor beings who formed geological
features and dictated the law are ever-present. As they translate
these ancient beliefs to canvas, Aboriginal artists have created a new
visual language, rich with bold markings, complex dotting patterns,

Nana Booker founded the public relations and marketing
consulting firm Booker-Hancock in 1985, serving clients in
energy, financial, medical, and retail business, as well as institutions,
not-for-profit organizations, and foreign governments.
She was appointed Honorary Consul of Australia for the State
of Texas in 1999, to represent Australia’s business and trade,
cultural, political, and educational interests in the region. In 2015,
upon the opening of Australia’s Consulate-General in Houston
she was named Honorary Consul Emeritus. She established
Booker Lowe Gallery in 2002 in order to pursue her interest in
the promotion of Australian Indigenous art.

and unique icons, always imbued with the spirit of their country.
We are honored to work with Adrian Newstead OAM, Founding
Director of Cooee Art Gallery, and Director Mirri Leven, to present
Beyond Time, and hope you will share our endless fascination with
Australian Aboriginal art.

ABOVE | Nana Booker with artists Silas Hobson and Irene Namok.
Image courtesy of Nana Booker.

John Tjapaltjarri | At the Site of Putantja
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 152.5 91.5 cm

Australian Aboriginal Art: Beyond Time
Adrian Newstead OAM

Today’s burgeoning Australian Indigenous art movement is diverse

2000, artists living in the remote APY lands* situated in South and

and full of visual surprises. Based on clan patterns, ancient iconography,

West Australia began creating bold, fluid works full of vibratory

and mythological stories passed on over 60,000 years, each tribe has

colour and energy.

its own style and each artist’s work is individually identifiable. Its
origins lie in cave painting, rock engravings, ephemeral ceremonial

Where did all the energy and this passion to create art come

ground design and body art. Its inspiration is custodianship of

from? I believe it was born of a cultural and historical imperative.

country, stories of creation, and the continuity of ceremonial and

Tribal custodians facing the loss of language, custom and culture

cultural life beyond the current generation.

desperately sought to tell their story, pass it on to their young, and
assert their rights over land.

The spread of the painting movement across Indigenous Australia
during the past 60 years has been like a slowly moving fire through

In time, the new caretakers of the visual expression of this priceless

the Spinifex. Each place it has touched went on to ignite those

cultural legacy became, almost by default, institutions, museums and

before it. Long after interest in some of these artists and styles

passionate private collectors in Australia, Europe and the Americas.

has waned, the art of the movement’s most important painters

Beginning with the Smithsonian Institution’s Australian American

blazes on – artists such as Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri, Emily Kame

Scientific Expedition to Arnhem Land in 1948, US collectors have

Kngwarreye and Maggie Napangardi Watson who are represented

been drawn to Aboriginal art. Those of distinction included the

in this exhibition.

university professor Edward Ruhe, who began collecting Aboriginal
art in 1965, the media magnate John Kluge, and philanthropist

In the 1950s Arnhem Land bark artists were the first to gain the

Donald Kahn who became active in the late 1980s after attending

public’s attention. As demand grew throughout the 1960s, small

the Dreamings exhibition at the Asia Society in New York. By the

craft enterprises sprang up around the country and interest grew

1990s the flame was being carried by Richard Kelton, Margaret Levi

overseas for the first time. In 1970, a mural painted on a school

and Robert Kaplan, Harvey Wagner and Will Owen, an Barbara and

wall sparked a painting revolution that resonated across the entire

John Wilkerson, who metaphorically passed it on to contemporary

continent an continues to this day. By 1980, painting on canvas

art collectors Debra and Dennis Scholl. Today, the torch is carried

was spreading across the Central, Tanami, and Western Deserts.

by esteemed actor, writer and comedian Steve Martin and Swiss

The first art boards were created in the far north of Western

art patron and philanthropist Berenger Primat whose business and

Australia, carried on the shoulders of dancers in ceremonies

social interests extend into North America. It is obvious that these,

intended to revive Kimberley culture. Over the following decade,

and hundreds of other US collectors over the past 40 years, have

painting spread throughout Australia’s most remote desert regions -

been deeply moved by the work of remote Australian artists. With

amongst the Warlpiri artists at Yuendumu, the Kukatja at Balgo Hills

an experienced and sensitive eye, they have deliberately sought

and the Eastern Anmatjerre artists at Utopia. Here, there seemed

out many of the finest examples works ever painted. More than

to be an emphasis on luminosity, and a freer use of line, colour

100 magnificent works from Primat’s Foundation Opal collection

and expression. Then, just as the heat turned once more toward

are represented in the exhibition Mapa Wiya at the Menil

Arnhem Land, which experienced a new wave of innovation post

Collection, Houston, during 2019-2020. Martin and Primat are

the latest amongst a distinguished group of private European and
US collectors who are driving the expanding interest of Australian
Indigenous art in North America.
To coincide with the exhibition Mapa Wiya (Your Map’s Not
Needed): Australian Aboriginal Art from the Fondation Opale at
the Menil Collection, Cooee’s Directors Adrian Newstead and Mirri
Leven are delighted to present the exhibition Australian Aboriginal
Art: Beyond Time in collaboration with Houston’s Booker Lowe
Gallery, the longest running Aboriginal art gallery in the Americas.
The exhibition will open on September 14th, 2019 and continue
through to October 14th, 2019.
Cooee Art is Australia’s oldest Indigenous fine art gallery. Since it was
established in 1981, its founder Adrian Newstead OAM has staged
more than 400 Indigenous art exhibitions in Australia and overseas,
involving individual Indigenous artists and community groups while
representing many of the movement’s most seminal artists.
Today, Indigenous art collectors are to be found all over the world
sharing their passion with others - from Madrid to Rome, Miami to
Seattle, and all across Australia. They, like Berenger Primat, understand
that, at a time when many of the world’s unique indigenous cultures
are threatened by pressures on the natural world, these paintings
have profound meaning and are especially significant.
They attest to the creative genius of a tradition that is 60,000 years
old. A tradition that in spite of the rapid changes brought during the
20th and 21st centuries, continues to endure and enlighten those
who have eyes to see and hearts to be moved by their beauty,
ancient narrative, and eternal truths.

SOLD

* Home to Aṉangu, Pitjantjatjara and Yankunytjatjara people

Jennifer Ingkatji | Ngayuku Ngura - My Country | 2018
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 148 x 98 cm

Cooee Art

Australia’s Oldest Indigenous Art Galler y
Cooee Art is Australia’s oldest exhibiting Indigenous art gallery.

international profile and 35+ years experience in the field makes

Since first working with Indigenous artists in 1981, it has presented

Cooee Art one of the most highly respected Indigenous galleries in

the finest Australian Indigenous art through exhibitions and events

Australia. Its clients include private collectors, institutions, architects,

in Australia, Europe and the Americas. With more that 3000

interior designers and international visitors.

works of art by over 150 individual artists its extensive stockroom
encompasses a wide range of regional and individual styles. The

Cooee Art’s regular exhibition program includes solo shows by

collection includes rare bark paintings and artefacts, early desert

important living artists and thematic curated exhibitions. Book

boards and acrylic paintings, and an exciting range of contemporary

your visit to the gallery and enjoy a private introduction or simply

Aboriginal paintings, sculpture, limited edition fine art prints and

drop by for an impromptu look at the latest exhibition - the gallery

hand crafted gifts.

refreshes its exhibitions monthly.

Cooee Art is now located in two beautiful, yet distinctly different
galleries - a conveniently located modern contemporary art
space in Paddington’s designer precinct, and a boutique ‘collectors’
destination gallery and consultancy just a short walk from Sydney’s
iconic Bondi Beach. Together they offer a unique and informative
insight into the world of Australian Indigenous art.
As well as sourcing historically significant pieces, Directors Adrian
Newstead OAM and Mirri Leven, and their highly knowledgeable
staff, obtain contemporary artworks from Aboriginal communities
across the continent for its’ diverse range of projects. Its impressive

Adrian Newstead OAM
Founding Director
Adrian Newstead OAM established Cooee Art in 1981 and has
organised and curated more than 400 exhibitions of Indigenous
art since that time. A former President of the Indigenous Art
Trade Association and Director of Aboriginal Tourism Australia
he became the Head of Aboriginal Art for Lawson~Menzies
in 2003, and Managing Director of Menzies Art Brands until
2008. Adrian is an Aboriginal art consultant, dealer, author and
art commentator, based in Bondi, NSW. He has more than
35 years experience working with Aboriginal and Australian
Contemporary art.

Mirri Leven
Director
Having gained degrees in International Development and Fine
Arts, and a Masters in Art Administration from the University
of NSW College of Fine Art Mirri undertook fieldwork in the
Solomon Islands and India whilst acting as the international
photo editor for a London based travel magazine. She joined
Cooee Art in 2007 and was appointed the Gallery Manager
in 2010. In 2013, she left Australia to take up a role as director
of a contemporary art gallery in London. Mirri has been
a director of Cooee Art since 2015. She plans its exhibition
program and project development, and is a founder of its
auction arm, the Cooee Art MarketPlace. She has been a
member of the Aboriginal Art Association of Australia board
since 2017.

“Few artists have painted the
country like she has, with an ability
to penetrate its very soul’”
- Margo Neale

Principle Exhibition Curator
National Museum of Australia

EMILY KAME KNGWARREYE
During a whirlwind painting career that lasted just eight
years, octogenarian Emily Kame Kngwarreye became
Aboriginal Australia’s most successful living artist and carved
an enduring presence in the history of Australian art. By the
time she passed away her fame had achieved mythic status
and comparisons with a number of great international artists
including Pollock, Kandinsky, Monet and Matisse, had become
commonplace. Emily was an artistic superstar, the highest
paid woman in the country, who created one of the most
significant artistic legacies of our time.
As a painter, Emily was a bold, unselfconscious force
unleashing colour and movement onto canvases. Her
most sublime paintings are entirely intuitive works, painted
during furious sessions in which she never stepped back to
look. Her forceful, independent personality – coupled with
physical strength she had developed labouring as a younger
woman – was clearly evident as she painted. She worked as
if possessed, drawing long meandering lines and bashing out
fields of dots with her powerful hands and arms, using the
most unlikely overlays of colours to create deeply luminous
works. Like Pollock she painted on the ground; unlike him,
she crouched over the canvas until its completion. She was
renowned for walking away from a canvas without even
surveying the finished product.
Deep down, her principle self-identity was as a contemporary
artist with a firmly rooted commitment to looking after
her country. She was uninterested in other artists’ work,
except those depicting her own country, and when asked
about other paintings would change the subject. Like her
Anmatyerre clanswomen, Emily participated in ceremony
(Awelye). In doing so, she promoted the health and wellbeing of her community and demonstrated her ties with the
land. She loved getting her hands into the paint as much
as the brush when attacking the canvas. Paintings produced
in summer were usually more colourful and highly charged
OVERLEAF | Emily Kame Kngwarreye painting Earth’s Creation I
Image courtesy Cooee Art Gallery

with energy than those done in the dry season, due to the
keyed-up expectation of rain, the excitement of its arrival
and the explosive flowering of the desert. According to
Margo Neale, curator of her 1998 retrospective exhibition,
‘few artists have painted the country like she has, with an
ability to penetrate its very soul’.
Born circa 1910 at Soakage Bore (Alhalkere) on the north
west boundary of Utopia, Emily first met white people as
a young girl aged about nine. She spent her younger days
as a camel driver and stock hand on pastoral properties.
While Emily’s first experiences of serious painting were the
making of boldly fluid marks on the greased black skin of
her countrywomen, her first attempts at making art outside
of this ceremonial transaction between generations was the
result of her participation in making batiks as early as 1977.
Her early style featured visible linear tracings following the
tracks of the Kame (Yam) and animal prints, with fields of
fine dots partially obscuring symbolic elements and playing
across the canvas’s surface. By 1992 her fine dotting and
symbolic underpainting gave way to works in which symbols
and tracks were increasingly concealed beneath a sea of dots
until eventually they were no longer evident at all. She began
using larger brushes to create lines of dots that ran across
vibrantly coloured, haptic surfaces. These works became
progressively visually abstracted and ethereal.
With prodigious energy, Emily now created wildly colourful
canvases by double dipping brushes into pots of layered
paint, thereby creating floral impressions with alternately
coloured variegated outlines. Despite her age, Emily’s
physicality was evident as she painted. Often with a brush
in each hand she simultaneously pounded them down on to
the canvas spreading the bristles and leaving the coagulating
paint around the neck of the brush to create depth and
form.

During the year following her death in 1996, Emily
Kngwarreye was one of Australia’s three representatives at
the Venice Biennale, and the subject of a touring retrospective
exhibition mounted by Margo Neale for the Queensland
Art Gallery.

If any single artist could be said to be the standard-bearer for
contemporary Indigenous painting, Emily must surely be the
one. It is impossible to dispute the fact that, at their best, the
paintings of Emily Kame Kngwarreye place her in the highest
league of international artists of her time.

Emily Kame Kngwarreye | Yam Dreaming | 1995
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 121.5 x 91 cm

Emily Kame Kngwarreye | Emily’s Country | 1995
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 120 x 90 cm

CLIFFORD POSSUM TJAPALTJARRI
Clifford Possum was the first recognised star of Western
Desert art and one of Australia’s most distinguished painters
of the late twentieth century. After his father passed away
during Clifford’s youth in the 1940s, his mother married One
Pound Jim Tjungurrayai, a legendary figure in Central Australia,
who acted as guide to early travellers and anthropologists. He
became the Aboriginal face of the Centre after his portrait
featured on the stamp used between 1950 and 1966. It was
under his tutelage that Clifford was initiated into manhood at
Napperby Station. Yet it was from his father’s country west
of Mount Allan that Clifford inherited his famed Love Story.
This, along with the Bush Fire Dreaming inherited from his
mother’s country south of Yuendumu, became the major
Dreamings he depicted in his art.

He employed a set of his own invented, secular, non-traditional
motifs in what would become a recurrent theme in his art, the
‘Man’s Love Story’ – of the Tjungurrayai man who desired,
against kinship rules, a Napangardi woman and wooed her
by spinning hair string while singing love songs. This and other
works from the early 1980s onwards are characterised by
a complex of designs rendered with modulated tone and
broken colour.

His unique artistic style developed rapidly, characterised by
its innovative use of spatial configuration beyond the more
conventional Papunya idiom of dots, circles and lines. This
inventiveness with space resulted in early paintings that
conveyed a remarkable sense of atmosphere. These stood
out from those of other Western and Central Desert artists,
who were less preoccupied with evoking a psychological
mood in their paintings. His small early career works, however,
were a mere foretaste of the grandeur of the paintings he
was to create, on an unprecedentedly massive scale, in the
late 1970s.They have been described as ‘beautiful palimpsests’
of his extensive multiple Dreaming sites, seen from shifting
viewpoints in space.

No life was written larger across the page of the Aboriginal
Art Movement than that of Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri. During
a career which lasted more than 30 years, he produced a
number of masterpieces that will come to be seen by
Australians as among the most important works created in
the country’s artistic history. His inclusion in major national and
international exhibitions and his presence in literature rivals
that of any other Australian Aboriginal artist. He received an
order of Australia for his contribution to the Western Desert
art movement, was chairmen of Papunya Tula in the late 70’s
and early 80’s, had a private audience with Queen Elizabeth
II in 1990, and was the first real Ambassador for Aboriginal
art around the world. He was honoured posthumously by a
solo retrospective by the Art Gallery of South Australia which
toured state galleries. Two biographies were later written by
Vivien Johnson, his long-time friend and biographer.

As he developed his art practice, Clifford introduced Western
iconography and figurative imagery to convey certain
elements in his narratives.This played a dual role, both making
them more intelligible to western audiences, and allowing him
to create imaginative compositions within the parameters of
Aboriginal law. Possum was acutely aware of the danger in
revealing too much ancestral meaning.

Although his works do not display the restricted colour and
minimal imagery of currently popular artists whose works
better fit the contemporary aesthetic, the lasting power and
cultural content evident in Clifford’s paintings will prove more
satisfying to collectors.

Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri | Love Story at Ngarlu | 1991
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 152.5 x 122 cm

Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri | Larumba Dreaming | 1994
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 125 x 82 cm

NGURA
This is the first collective painting by the women of Kaltjiti arts. The
artists are:
Tjangili George, Katrina Roberts, Carol Stevens, Pollyanne Smith,
Imitjala Curley, Carolanne Ken, Rachael Stevens, Meredith Treacle,
Tjungurra George, Antjala Robin and Ingrid Treacle.
The combination of different styles and stories create a rich tapestry
of colour and mark making. It is a reflection of the diversity and family
relationships of the women who live and paint in Fregon. Originally,
the families came from all regions of the APY Lands to settle in
the community beginning in 1961. Older women working with the
younger generation sharing skills and stories through painting.
Some of the stories represented in this painting included The
Seven Sisters Dreaming, Minyma Makuli, Piltati Rockhole at Nyapari,
Walytjitjata and Mamungarinyi.

ABOVE | Kaltjiti Collaborative | Ngura | 2016
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 200 x 200 cm

NAATA NUNGURRAYI
Born at Kumilnga, west of the Pollock Hills in Western
Australia, Naata Nungurrayi was about 30 years of age
when she encountered the welfare patrol in 1963. She was
brought with her family to Papunya the flowing year. Forced
to leave behind her beloved desert homelands, the memory
provided the wellspring of her inspiration and the subject
matter for her highly sought-after paintings. After initially
moving to Docker River with family members in the late
1970s, she finally settled in the Kintore region in the early
1980s. Naata began painting for Papunya Tula Artists in 1996
and participated in her first group exhibitions the following
year.
Naata’s paintings combine the carefully composed geometric
style that developed at Papunya amongst the Pintupi painting
men with the looser technique and more painterly organic
style introduced by the women after the paintings camps of
the early and mid 1990s.
Now in her eighties, Naata is no longer able to paint. A
respected elder within the Pintupi tribal group. she was
until recently one of the leading Kintore artists. Traditional
initiation into the sacred knowledge of Women’s Law gave
Naata the authority to paint designs depicting women’s sites
and journeys and the sacred ceremonies they performed.
The designs women painted on their bodies during these
ceremonies are carried over onto the picture surface and
project the same rhythmic quality felt in a live performance.
These ceremonies enact and celebrate the ancestral Tingari
women who, like Tingari men, travel the vast stretches of
country, creating and shaping the features and creatures of
the landscape and teaching the ways of survival within this
often physically demanding terrain. Naata’s paintings include
visual references to the food collected, the waterholes they
visited and the encampments where they came together in
large groups to share their wisdom and teach the young.
Her preference for pale creamy ochres imparts a calming
OPPOSITE | Naata Nungurrayi sitting with her artwork
Image courtesy Cooee Art Gallery

softness to her paintings. Her unhurried compositions seem
to bring all elements together with a spacious sense of
harmony and inclusiveness. Like other women artists of her
painting group, Naata likes to apply paint thickly, as though
molding a rich and textured surface, reflecting her feel for
the earth, which underscores her own spiritual and cultural
foundations and that of her people.
Much like her contemporary Walangkura Napanangka,
she is able to paint in a number of quite disparate but
consistent styles and can be quite adventurous with colour.
Her most successful works however, have been created in
relatively conventional ochre tones. Her imagery varies from
strikingly bold compositions created gesturally, to tight grids
with contrasting in-filled dotting. Most recognisable are her
paintings in which scallop shaped sites, denoting women,
sweep in from the borders of the painted surface enclosing
a combination of scattered roundels and striated bands, as
well as works consisting of an irregular grid, most effective
when the colouring is subtle and the shading results in a
clever balance.
Naata is the sister of George Tjungurrayi and Nancy
Nungurrayi who are also highly sought-after artists.While her
paintings have travelled the world, appearing in important
exhibitions and becoming some of the most collectable
Aboriginal artworks, Naata herself appears unaffected by it
all, preferring to remain close to her family and her beloved
country. Her works consistently border on the sublime.  

Naata Nungurrayi | Womens Ceremony at Marrapinti | 2002
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 137 x 122 cm

MAGGIE WATSON NAPANGARDI
Maggie Watson began painting at the age of 60. By the time
of her death some 19 years later in 2004, she became the
senior female artist at Yuendumu, 300 kilometres north west
of Alice Springs. Located in the southern reach of Warlpiri
land, Yuendumu had become the main community in which
Warlipri people were settled after the 1950s.
Maggie lead a group of women artists who began to challenge
the dominance of men’s acrylic painting in the Central
Desert region from the mid 1980s. The emergence of these
women in Yuendumu and simultaneously in Utopia (amongst
Anamtjerre and Alyawarre peoples) challenged the notion
that men were the sole guardians of the visual life of these
communities. The historical evolution of the movement
began with the encouragement of more permanent painting
techniques in the 1970s in both Yuendumu and Papunya,
followed by the introduction of acrylic paints in the 1980s.
As the women artists progressed from painting ritual objects
to painting on boards, they gained a wider audience along
with source of revenue.
Foremost amongst the major themes depicted by Maggie
Watson, Dorothy Napangarti Robertson and other female
Yuendumu artists is the important Warlpiri women’s
Dreaming of the Karntakurlangu.
This epic tale recounts the travel of a large group of
ancestral women, as they carry their babies in hair string
belts across the country. On their travels occurs the magical
emergence of digging sticks which literally thrust themselves
out of the ground before the women during the Dreaming,
thereby equipping them for their vast travels. As the women
danced their way across the desert in joyous exultation,
they clutched the digging sticks in their outstretched hands.
Dancing in a long line they created important sites and
encountered other Dreamings. Hundreds of these women
travelled on the long journey first toward the east, then

to the north, then south collecting plants and foods with
both medicinal and ceremonial uses. They visited many sites,
resting at some, going underground at others and later reemerged morphing into different, sometimes malevolent,
beings. These powerful ancestral women were involved in
initiation ceremonies and used human hair-string spun and
rubbed with special red ochre and fat as part of their magic.
Women perform the ritual to this day during ceremonies
that connect them with their Dreaming.The digging sticks are
regarded as symbolically manifest as desert oaks growing in
their homeland near Mina Mina, a central location for much
of the story that relates to Warlpiri lands west of Yuendumu.
Maggie Watson’s paintings are characterised by the linear
precision created by dots applied in alternating bands of
colour. When viewed in varying arrays across the canvas
these meticulously applied textured striations impart a
rhythmic trancelike quality, thereby evoking the movement
of lines of women as they dance, and their repeated chanting
during ceremony. Her works are colourful but never garishly
so, and often feature subtle pastel shades such as soft
yellows, splashes of a luscious turquoise and the clear blue
reminiscent of a summer sky. Her best works have a strong
painterly quality and, while meticulously executed, they
impart that joyous sense of abandon.
Maggie Watson created paintings for 15 years but was
never a prolific artist. She worked only sporadically for the
Warlurkulangu Art Centre in Yuendumu after the formative
period in the late 1980s. Her works have been featured
in many major collections, including The National Gallery
of Australia and the Musee National Des Arts Africain et
Oceaniens in Paris.
Maggie was a major participant in the epic 7 x 3 m canvas
commissioned in 1991 and exhibited in the 1993 European
touring exhibition Aratjara - Australian Aboriginal Art, curated

by the Kunstsammlung Nordrhein Westfalen in Dusseldorf,
Germany. Her work was included in the Australian National
Gallery Warlpiri collection, commissioned in 1992.

Maggie Watson Napangardi | Mina Mina | 1997
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 151 x 78 cm

Ronnie Tjampitjinpa | Water Dreaming | 1993
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 107 x 28 cm

Ronnie Tjampitjinpa | Water Hole | 1999
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 61 x 55 cm

Gabrielle Possum Nungarrayi | Untitled | 2019
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen| 102 x 162 cm

BUSH TURKEY
This painting depicts Bush Turkey Dreaming. This story or dreaming
was passed onto Genevieve from her father Cowboy Loy Pwerle. It
shows the Bush Turkey making tracks as it searches for seeds to eat
and looking for the water hole so that it can drink. This country is
known as Antwengerrp which is to the west of the Sandover River
on Utopia Station in Central Australia.

ABOVE | Genevieve Kemarr Loy | Bush Turkey
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 61 x 30 cm

SOLD

Jorna Newberry | My Country | 2017
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 91 x 76 cm

Belinda Golder Kngwarreye | Bush Plum | 2018
synthetic polymer paint on canvas | 117 x 90 cm

Judy Watson Napangardi | Mina Mina - Hair String | 2005
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 107 x 122 cm

Mitjili Napanangka Gibson | Wimparrku | 2006
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 99 x 99 cm

Patrick Tjungarrayi | Tingari at Wirrilpi | 2000 synthetic
polymer paint on Belgian linen | 91 x 61 cm

Abie Kemarre Loy | Bush Leaf Dreaming | 2016
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 90 x 30 cm

SOLD

Abie Kemarre Loy | Bush Leaf Dreaming | 2017
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 30 x 30 cm

Abie Kemarre Loy | Bush Leaf Dreaming | 2017
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 30 x 30 cm

Estelle Inyika and Judith Donaldson | Seven Sisters Dreaming | 2004
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 134 x 143 cm

Francie Ingkatji | Wanampi makur mankrpa | 2018
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 60 x 90 cm

Genevieve Kemarr Loy | Bush Turkey | 2017
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 122 x 90 cm

Joy Nampitjinpa | Ngutjul | 2018
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 46 x 38 cm

SOLD

Joy Gibson Napaljarri | Mukula | 2019
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 46 x 38 cm

Muna Kulyuru| Ngayuku Ngura | 2018
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 151 x 101 cm

Nyurapayia Nampitjinpa | The Travels of a Group of Women | 2003
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 122 x 91 cm

Pelita Napurrurla | Wingelina | 2018
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 46 x 38 cm

SOLD

Gabrielle Possum Nungarrayi |Seven Sisters Dreaming | 2010
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 60 x 119 cm

SOLD

Valmayi Nampitjinpa | Karrkurinkintja | 2017
synthetic polymer paint on Belgian linen | 90 x 90 cm

“I really like painting. While I’m
doing my paintings I always have
my family in my mind, I have my
country in mind”
- Dorothy Napangardi
Warlpiri Clan

“I have become part of the work as
I run my hands across the surface
while painting each piece”
- Joshua Bonson
Badu Clan
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